Taking glass mosaics to the highest level of execution, our Azure collection is exquisitely handcrafted using the finest art glass. The extensive palette and custom capability of this program means that any design can be realized, or chose from one of our gorgeous standard patterns for a simple, sophisticated, best in class option.

**Product Usage Recommendations**
- Suitable for indoor wall applications.

**Installation and Maintenance Guidelines**
- Install per industry standards for glass mosaics.
- Sheeted repeat sections will fit together in an interlocking pattern.
- Can be installed using standard thinset application. Use white thinset for light or translucent glass.
- Non-sanded grout is recommended.
- Always inspect material prior to installation; installed material cannot be accepted for return or credit.

**Collection**
**Designs:** birch complex, birch simple, broken, cherry blossom, coral, deco small butterflies, deco stained glass flowers, deco stars, gradated pebbles, maze, obo, obo large 7 1/4”, obo stacked, organic broken, scrabble, swirl, Tibetan, twiggy, twiggy modern, twiggy stacked, twiggy with dots, twiggy with double dots

**Colors:** over 50 glass colors to choose from.